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How To Make Polaroid Vectographs
GeneralDescription—The Polaroid 3-Diinensional
Vectograph is a three-dimensional picture in the
form of a single print. In the area of a single im
age, it presents, one over the other, the two images
necessary for obtaining a true three-dimensional ef
fect. To view it, the observer wears a pair of
Polaroid 3-D Picture Viewers.

Polaroid 3-Dimension Vectographs may be
made from any pair of negatives obtained with a
stereoscopic camera, or from any adjacent pair of
aerial strip negatives taken according to standard
aerial photographic procedure, in three different
forms; as reflection-type prints, similar in their
general appearance to ordinary paper photographic
prints; as transparencies, for directviewing against
a light-box; or as lantern slides, for projection by
means of ordinary lantern-slide projectors, on a
metallic-surfaced screen.

Vectographs are easy to make. Only a few
pieces of simple equipment are required. Most of
the process may be carried on infull daylight. The
process is quick; in the hands of a skilled operator,
it requires onlylO to 20minutes from start to finish.
It is simple. Operators with previous photo
graphic experience acquire a workable command of
the process after an hour's work with it. Opera
tors who have had no photographic experience find
that the process presents no problems more difficult
than those occurring in the usual darkroom
routines.

In many respects the Vectograph process is actu
ally moreflexible and responsive than conventional
photography because of the great density range of
the Vectograph and the number of opportunities
for control.
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Ric^hf Eye

image appears infull confrasl" to Right" Eye
... invisible to the Left Eye

• This Imoge oppears infull contrast to Left Eye
...invisible to the Rigl^t Eye

The Principle of the Vectograph
The Vectograph is a new kind of picture. Un

like other pictures, it does not create the image in
pigment, dye, or concentration of silver particles.
It creates the image by changing the polarization
of the light passing through it.

Light is a wave-motion in which the wave-
vibrations are crosswise to the direction in which
the light is travelling. In ordinary light, these
wave-vibrations occur in a/I crosswise directions.
An end-on cross-section of a ray of ordinary light
could be represented thus:*. When light is pola
rized, these wave-vibrations occur in only one di
rection. An end-on cross-section could be repre
sented by / or — or \. After it has passed through

THE VECTOGRAPH PROCESS —IN DIAGRAM
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VECTOGRAPH FILM

exposure:Varying amounfs of light transmitted through
the light and dark areas of a stereo negative create latent

•image of varying depth in dyed relief film emulsion.

development: where latent image is developed the
surrounding qelatin of emulsion is hardened by

'tanning developer.

wash-off: Unhardened gelatin washes off, leaving
relief image which soaks up varying quantities of

' printing solution.

.VECTOGRAPH PRINTING." Varying densities of Vectograph
image set up by solution transferred from relief image.

•Similar image set up on other side of Vectograph film
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a polarizer, light cannot pass through another if the
•polarizing axis or direction of the second is at right
angles to the first. It can pass through the second
if the axes or vibration-directions of the two are

parallel or lined up.
On one side of the Vectograph film the image

polarizes light in one direction. On the other side
•jthe image polarizes light at right angles to this
'direction. Furthermore, the viewing spectacles
have their polarizing lenses similarly arranged,
with the axis of one lens at right angles to that of
the other, in a way which makes only one of the
two Vectograph images visible in full contrast to
each eye, while the other remains invisible.

The degree to which the light-vibrations are po
larized determines the density which that part of
the image will be capable of exhibiting when
viewed.

The over-all direction of the polarization deter
mines whether one eye or the other will see it.
Through the viewers, one eye sees the image on one
surface of the Vectograph film; the other eye sees
the image on the other surface. The brain fuses
the two into a single 3-dimensional impression.
(For additional information on the nature of Vecto-
graphs, see Vectograph Stereograms, Beverly
Dudley, Photo Technique, April 1941; Vecto-
graphs: Images in terms of Vectorial Inequality and
their Application to Three-Dimensional Represen
tation, E. H. Land, Journal of the Optical Society of

CC. GRADUATE

I
PRINTING SOL. B NO. 688

PRINTING SOL, A NO. 687

VECTOGRAPH FILM NO, 660

IR MM NG BOARD

PR NT^NQ ROLLS NO. 669

America, 30, P. 230-38, September 1940. Reprints
are available from Polaroid Corp., without charge.)

The Process — in Brief

There are two main steps in the preparation of a
Polaroid 3-Dimensional Vectograph;

1. A pair of relief films is made by printing the
original pair of stereoscopic negatives on Wash-Off
Relief Film. These relief films are printed photo
graphically, much as paper prints are made, except
that a wash-off bath replaces the usual fixing bath.
On them the picture images appear in relief in the
gelatin surfaces; where the positive picture is to be
dark, the gelatin is thick; where the picture is to be
light, the gelatin is thin. These relief films are
registered in stereoscopic relationship, with their
relief surfaces together, and bound with a tape
hinge. (See Fig. 6.)

2. The Vectograph is then made by soaking the
hinged printer films in Polaroid Printing Solution,
inserting a sheet of Vectograph film between them
and passing the assembly through a pair of rolls.
(See Fig. 7.) The Vectograph images then appear.
The amount of printing solution absorbed by the
gelatin of the relief films is proportional to the
thickness of the gelatin image at any point. Areas
of high or low degree of light-polarization are set
up in the Vectograph sheet by these varying
amounts of printing solution, transferred to the



Vectograph film, to create the dark and light areas
of the images. After the relief films have beeh
stripped off, the Vectograph is ready for drying and
finishing. After being dipped again in printing
solution, the relief films may be used for making
additional prints, as many as two thousand from a
single set.

Mglterials and Equipment
All of the materials and equipment required for

processing Vectographs are shown in Figure 2.
During the first part of the process, the work-place
must be darkened. The usual darkroom facilities,
if available, may be used to advantage in place of
the setup shown at the left of Figure 2.

The Process - in Detail
A. Making the Relief Films

A-1. Judge the negative for contrast range and
choose the development time which is to be used,
as follows:

Normal negative 45 sec.
Very low-contrast negative ... 2 min.
Very high-contrast negative . . 20 sec.

Example: A slightly flat negative might be given
60 seconds development.

A-2. Identify right-and left-eye negatives by view
ing them shiny side toward the eye and the picture
right side up. Aerial films are usually turned so
that shadows fall toward the bottom edge, or
toward the sides.

If the negatives ean be cut apart, place one over
the other. Superimpose the images of any object in
the foreground. The right-eye negative is the one
in which background objects are displaced to the
right. The left-eye negative is the one in which
background objects are displaced to the left.

For aerial roll-film negatives, determine the im
age area which appears in both negatives. This
is called the overlap area. The right-eye negative
is the one in which the excess area appears on the
right. Or, measure the distance from the right-
hand edges of the negatives to any common point
in the overlap area. The right-eye negative is the
one in which the distance is greater.

Arrange the negatives for printing as follows:
Vertical or square pictures (including aerial pic

tures) — Left eye negative, emulsion side aivay
from relief film. Right-eye, emulsion toward
relief film.

Horizontal pictures — Left eye negative, emulsion
side toward relief film. Right-eye, emulsion side
away.

A-3. Expose with shiny side of relief film toward
negative and emulsion side away (exactly contrary
to correct practice in handling ordinary film).

Negatives may be printed by contact or by pro
jection. For projection printing, any type of en-
larger may be used. For contact printing, a small
light source at a distance of 23^ feet or more is re
quired, preferably a 15 watt bulb. Ordinary con
tact printers using diffuse illumination will not
produce relief films of satisfactory sharpness. If a
Polaroid Aerial Roll Film Printer is not available,
a roll film transport may be used on an Eastman

Professional Printer with ground-glass removed
and with a 25-watt bulb substituted for one of the
more powerful bulbs. Slower but satisfactory
work can be done on a table, using an overhead
bulb for making the exposure, and a sheet of glass
for holding the negative down on the relief film.

Todetermine thecorrect exposure, quickly and easily,
first make a test on a small piece of relief film using
the Kodak Projection Print Scale centered over the
darkest area in the negative in which you wish to
hold details. Develop for the time chosen in A-1.
Wash off and rinse as described below.

Choose the best exposure time by holding the
strip in bright light and looking through it towards
a dark background. To produce a Vectograph of full
contrast range, the relief must he almostcompletely clear
in the areas representing the brightest highlights. No
details can appear in the finished Vectograph, how
ever, in any highlight area from which all of the
gelatin has been removed. Choose the shortest pos
sible exposure time which retains, on the test piece, only
the slightestmilky veil or ha%e ofgelatin over the bright
est highlights in which you want details to appear in the
finished print. Highlight areas, such as shining high
ways, streams, and rooftops in which detail is not essen
tial, should be as clearofgelatin as the numbered circles
in each segment of the scale.

In printing 9" x 9" aerial negatives on 8" x 10"
relief film make sure that the inch-wide strip of
negative not covered by the relief film falls in the
superfluous negative area that does not appear in
the overlap.

Aerial negatives in which the central area has
much higher density than the edges may be dodged
by holding a mask with a 2" hole about midway
between the exposure light and the printing
surface, to shield the edges during part of the ex
posure. Keep the mask in motion.

A-4. Develop the relief films for the time deter
mined in A-1 in prepared Polaroid Developer No.
690 or in the following:

Dissolve in water (preferably
warm) 750 CC or 24 02.

Sodium Sulphate 150g 5/^oz.
Add cold water to make ... 1 liter 34 fl. 02.
Pyrocatechin 8 g 125 gr.
Potassium Bromide 10% solution. 10 CC* 23^ drams
Sodium hydroxide 40% solution . 25 CC 6 drams
Cool to room temperature.

For working temperatures above Ss°F add enough additional bromide to
prevent chemical fog.

4;



How To Register Relief-Films For Aerial Pictures
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3-A. Select a clearlydefined reference point near the
center of the overlap-area of the two relief-films.
Arrange films with gelatin surfaces together. Turn
so that images correspond left-and-right, top-and-
bottom, with images appearing in original nega
tives, when negatives are viewed from shiny side.
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3-C. Using the reference point as a center, rotate
one film over the other until the whirlpool pattern
disappears and the images are approximately super
imposed.

3-B. Superimpose the two images of the reference
point. At this stage displacement directions be
tween other points will all be different, as shown by
the connecting lines, and an all-over whirlpool pal-
tern will usually appear.
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3-D. Slide the top film to the right, keeping the
displacement directions as nearly parallel as possible,
until the minimum displacement at any point in the
picture is about j-s". (Inaccuracies in the original
negatives usually prevent perfect registration.)
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4-A. Identify, in each relief-film image, the point
representing the nearest object in the scene. Hold
the films so that the scene appears as it does in the
original negatives when negatives are held shiny
side toward eye.
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4-C. Usingthe nearest point as a center, rotate one
film over the other until all displacement directions
are horizontal and parallel with each other.

i i '

4-B. Place the two gelatin surfaces together and
superimpose the two images of the nearest point.
In general, the displacement directions of other
points (shown hy the connecting lines} will all he
different at this stage.
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4-D. Increase displacements about /is", hy sliding
the top film to the left, for horizontal pictures; to
the right, for vertical pictures. Keep displacement
directions parallel. Trim top edges of films parallel
with displacement direction. (For lantern slides,
see A-7.h
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Hold the film by the edge with a clip, for tray
development. Move it around in the tray vigor
ously and continuously with emulsion side up to
prevent scratching.

When developer is not actually in use, keep it
covered with a floating wax-paper cover, or in a
bottle, filled to the stopper. Discard after 2 or 3
hours use in an open tray, or at the first sign of
exhaustion.

A-5. Rinse off excess developer for a second or
two in water or the usual acid short-stop bath.

A-6. Wash off by agitating vigorously in
Polaroid Wash-Off Bath No. 691 or in the fol

lowing:

Ammonium thiocyanate 200 g or 7 oz.
dissolved in

Water (preferably hot) to make 1 liter 34 oz.

Agitate until all yellow streaks have disap
peared. Rinse vigorously in water, hot or cold.
If necessary, repeat agitation in wash-off bath and
water, rinsing until unexposed parts of the film are
perfectly clear.

Disregard black debris in the bath. Renew the
bath, however, when the washing-off requires
more than 45 seconds. If running water is not
available for rinsing, use two trays and replace
water frequently. Rinse thoroughly.

A-7. Register the
relief films by placing
them one over the

other, gelatin surfaces
together, either thor
oughly wet, direct
from the rinse water,

or completely dry.
Follow the instruc

tions given under Fig
ures 4-A to 4-D, for

ordinary pictures, or
3-A to 3-D, for aerial

pictures.
R.egistering should be completed in 30 seconds

or less.

When the films are in position, hold them tem
porarily by clipping at the bottom edges with
photo clips.

Holding them together firmly, trim off the top
edges of both films on a trimming board.

For Vectographs which are to be projected as
lantern slides, register as in Figs. 3-A to 3-D or 4-A
to 4-D. Take extra care to eliminate vertical dis

placements such as those in 3-B or 4-B. In addi
tion, before applying hinge, examine carefully the

FIG. 5

displacement between points representing the most
distant object in the scene. In a 3M x 4" Vecto-
graph slide to be projected on a 6-foot screen, the
distance between points representing the most dis
tant object must not exceed 3'^" (see chimneys in
Fig. 4-D). For other sizes of slides and screens,
the maximum displacement equals width of slide
X 2.5 width of screen, all in inches.

A-8. Apply hinge. Lay the films down with
their top edges on a towel. Wipe thoroughly dry.
Apply waterproof adhesive tape along the top edge,
allowing the tape to extend beyond the edge
one-half inch. Apply two layers to each side,
forming a four-layer binding hinge, as shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. If prepared hinges are available,
follow the instructions appearing on the box.

Remove the clips and trim off the excess film on
either side of the overlap area. Rinse in water, re
moving dirt particles with the fingertips or with a
stream of water. The gelatin surfaces of the films
will withstand considerable rubbing if the fingers
are kept clean and wet. Fingernails can scratch

FIG. 6



smoothly through the rolls, without stopping.
Handle the Vectograph Film only by the edges;
finger marks may show.

To prevent slipping of the Vectograph Film, use
low pressure on the printing rolls. Make sure the
relief film hinge is well opened, seated firmly in the
V of the rolls, but not caught by them. Grasp the
film firmly by the top edge. Start it through the
rolls by pressing down on it, curving it as in Fig. 7,
and starting the rolls at exactly the same moment.
If a sheet of film starts to slip, back off the rolls at
once and dip the relief films in printing solution
before re-printing.

them, however, and these scratches will appear in
the finished print.

Punch drainage holes, centered over the hinged
edges of the relief films. See Fig. 6.

A-9. Bleach the hinged relief filmsin solution of
Polaroid Printing Solution A-687 . 1 oz. ( 30 cc.)
Polaroid Printing Solution B-688 . 3 oz. ( 90 cc.)
Water 4 oz. (120 cc.)

Agitate for approximately 1 minute or until the
dark silver image has disappeared.

Rinse in fresh rinse water, hot or cold, which has
not been used previously for rinsing after the tvash-off
hath.

B. Making the Vectograph Print
B-1. Choose a printing solution. Printing so

lutions should be made up by measuring out Pola
roid Printing Solution A-687 and Polaroid Printing
Solution B-688, into the tanks and then filling the
tanks with water, according to the following
proportions;

cc Solution A
per tank

C$800 ccS)
35

45
65
95

cc Solution B
per tank

(^$800 cc.)
130 S.
240 -

375 ' :
540 - > -

Weak . . . ,
Medium Weak

Medium Strong
Strong

To make a Vectograph of a given density from a
thin printer film, choose a strong printing solution;
from a thick printer film, a weak printing solution.
Starting with four basic solutions, modified solu
tions may be made up for use as needed. See B-4,
B-5 and B-6. Mark the concentration of the solu
tions (cc of A c& B per tank) when they are prepared
and whenever they are changed. In general,
choose a relatively weak printing solution for re
flection type prints; a stronger printing solution for
transparencies; a still stronger solution for lantern
slides.

Keep the printing solution tanks covered when
they are not in use. Solutions lose strength when
exposed to the air and may then require additions of
Solution A.

Solutions may be used indefinitely. Keep tanks
filled to within of top, adding small quantities
of Solutions A & B whenever water is added.
When solutions get dirty, filter them and restore
printing strength by adding Solution A.

See B-4 and B-5 for instructions on Density and
Color Control.

B-2. Soak relieffilms in the chosenprinting solu
tion, suspending the films over a tank rod and see
ing that the inner surfaces are well separated.

First printing — soak 2 minutes
Succeeding printings — soak 30 seconds

Agitate the films when first immersing them.
See that printing solution reaches up into the
hinged parts of the films and that the relief sur
faces do not cling together.

B-3. Print the Vectograph Film as shown in
Fig. 7 inserting the short edge of the sheet in the V
of the relief film hinge and running the sandwich

If the Vectograph Film has been cut to a smaller
size, make sure that it is fed between the rolls start
ing with an edge that was parallel to the shorter
side in the original sheet.

After it comes from the rolls, remove drops of
liquid from the surfaces of the sandwich with a
squeegee or towel.

Allow the sandtvich to .stay in contactfor one minute.,
then strip off the relief films. During the printing
period, handle the sandwich only by the margins;
pressure or heat from the fingers, or from the sur
face of the inspection light, may cause an area of
different density or color.

B-4. Density Control. Inspect the Vectograph
print through Polaroid three-dimensional viewers,
holding the print in front of the inspection light if
it is a transparency; or, if it is intended for a reflec
tion print, holding it firmly against a piece of card
board which has been painted with the aluminum
lacquer used for backing the prints (C-1).

If it is too dense, use a less concentrated printing
solution. If it is too light, a more concentrated
printing solution.

As they dry, Vectograph prints become slightly
lighter and their color shifts slightly from blue to
brown. Keep these facts in mind when judging
the density and color of wet prints fresh from the
relief films. When they are still wet, Vectograph
prints should be a little bluer and a little darker
than you wish the finished prints to be.



For high-temferattm operation see B-6
Do not be bound by the printing solution formu

las given in B-1. If the weak solution produces a
print too dense, transfer the solution to a gallon
bottle and replace it with a solution containing, for
example, 20cc. Solution A and 75cc. Solution B per
tank. If the strong solution produces a print too
light, replace it with a solution containing, for ex
ample, 100 cc. Solution A and 550 cc. Solution B.

B-5. Color Control. Addition of Solution
A-687 increases density, shifts print-color
towards the blue.

Addition of Solution B-688decreases density,
shifts print-color towards the brown.
Addition of water decreases density, shifts
print color towards the blue.

If prints are too blue, add more Solution B-688
to the printing Solution. This will only be neces
sary when operating at low room temperatures.

In adding Solution B, add to the tank 10% of
the quantity of Solution B already in it. Make a
print. Add another 10% if it is still too blue.

If prints are too brown, add moreSolution A-687
to the printing solution. Such additions are neces
sary quite frequently, in order to fortify old print
ing solutions and to compensate for effects of hot
weather.

These are typical corrections of printing solu
tions for obtaining precisely the density and color
desired:

Frint slightly hroivnish and light, add 5 or 10 cc.
Solution A-687.

Print slightly hroivnish but of proper density.
Discard %r pour off into a bottle for later
use) about one-quarter of the printing solu
tion in the tank. Add one-quarter as much
Solution A-687 as the tank contained origi
nally. Fill the tank with water.
Print slightly too dense but ofproper color. Pour
off about one-tenth of the solution, fill the
tank with water and then add one-tenth as
much Solution B-689 as the tank contained
originally. Repeat if necessary.
Print slightly brown and too dense. Pour off
about one-quarter of the printing solution
and fill tank with water.

B-6. Hot Weather Operation. Vectograph ma
terials and formulas are designed for best results in
temperate climates. For operation in the tropics or
at high summer temperatures (over 90° F) and hu
midities (over 75) the following precautions should
be taken to avoid low-density, brownish prints:

Increase the quantity of Solution A-687 in print
ing solutions. Up to 95° F., the standard solutions
may be used, strengthened with increasingly heavy
additions of solution A-687.

At 95° F. and over, special printing solutions
are required, made up of large quantities of solu
tion A-687 and very small quantities of solution
B-688, determined by actual trial. Thefollowingso-
lutions, satisfactory at 105° F., maybeusedasaguide:

cc. Solution cc. Solution
A-6S7 B-688

per tank per tank
Weak (105°) 175 50
Medium Weak (105°) . . . 200 60
Medium Strong (105°) . . . 250 75

For higher temperatures, increase the quantities
of solution A-687. For lower temperatures de
crease quantities.

To reduce the effects of high humidity, open
Vectograph film packages only as they are needed
and withdraw only one sheet at a time.

Dry the prints as quickly as possible in a strong
current of air. Lacquer them as soon as they are
dry enough to take the lacquer without dragging
at the brush.

C. Finishing the Vectograph
C-1. As a reflection print. When it feels dry to

the touch, turn the Vectograph print so that the
image corresponds left-and-right, top-and-bottom
with the image appearing in the original negatives,
viewed shiny side toward the eye.

Paint the front surface of the print, so held,
with Polaroid Lacquer No. 676. Use a 2" camel's
hair brush, well charged. Flow on smoothly.
Avoid re-stroking. Allow to dry flat for a few
seconds, then brush the back surface with Polaroid
Aluminum Pigment No. 689, mixed according to
the instructions on the can. The Vectograph print
may be handled after 5 minutes' drying in dry air.

C-2. As a flexible transparency. When the print
feels dry to the touch, paint both surfaces with
Polaroid Lacquer No. 676. Dry.

C-3. As a lantern slide or glass-mounted trans
parency. Place the unlacquered Vectograph be
tween cover glasses and bind the edges with tape
in the usual way. For a transparency intended for
direct viewing, a piece of matte cellulose acetate
sheet may be placed behind the picture to diffuse
the light.

Vectograph lantern slides cannot be viewed sat
isfactorily if projected on ordinary plaster, cloth,
beaded or rubber screens. They should be projected
on Raven Polaroid Picture Screens (Raven Screen
Co., 314 East 34th Street, New York City). Lack
ing this screen, a reasonably satisfactory screen can
be made by painting the smooth side of a sheet of
hard Masonite with Polaroid Aluminum Pigment
No. 689, mixed according to the instructions on the



Vectograph Aerial Mosaics —Process Instructions
A Vectograph mosaic, presenting a continuous three-dimensional visual model of an extended territory,

may be made by assembling the individual Vectographs covering the area. There is no limit to the size of
such mosaics. They may be made up to cover a single flight-strip, or a number of adjoining flight-strips may
be assembled into a mosaic covering many hundreds of square miles of terrain. The procedure is as follows:

D. Making the Relief Films

1. Determine whether first negative in the film-strip is to
be handled as a right or left-eye negative, by the
method described in A-2.

2. Expose this first negative, emulsion side toward
relief film (if right-eye) or away from relief film (if
left-eye). Follow instructions A-1, A-3 making ex
posure-time test on the negative area of greatest den
sity in the entire strip.

3. With grease crayon, mark No. 1 on the back of relief
film after printing.

4. Without turning over the film strip, continue through
the strip, making a relief film of every negative except
the last one to appear in the mosaic. Mark each re
lief film as follows:

1, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc.
Skip the even numbers in marking. But print every
negative.

5. Wind back to the first negative. Turn the film over,
top for bottom. Skipping the first negative, make a
relief film of every negative in the strip, including the
last. Mark each relief film as follows:

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, etc.

6. In printing x 9" negatives on 8" x 10'' relief film,
make sure to have the inch-wide strip of negative not
covered by the relief film fall in the superfluousnega
tive area which does not appear in the overlap. De
velop and wash off as in A-4 and A-6. Replace de
veloper at the first sign of loss of highlight detail.

7. Pair-off all the completed relief films, clipping them,
emulsion sides together, 1 & 2, 3 & 4, 5 & 6, 7 & 8, 9
& 10, etc. Keep immersed in a tray of water.

8. Register 1 & 2, following the instructions in A-7.
With a pair of dividers or a rule, measure the displace
ment of a pair of points at the side of the overlap area
which will appear in the adjoining overlap of 3 & 4.

9. Register 3 & 4, following the instructions in A-7, but
adjusting the displacement so that the pair of points
which appeared in 1 & 2 will have the same displace
ment as they had in 1 & 2. With the dividers, meas-

, ure the displacement of a pair of points on the other
side of the overlap, which will appear in overlap 4 &
5. Continue in this way through the series. If time
permits, two pairs of points may be used as controls,
one pair near the top, the other near the bottom of
each overlap in which case it is convenient to use two
pairs of dividers.

10. Hinge and bleach as in A-8 & 9.

E. Making the Vectograph Prints

1. Follow instructions B-1, 2, 3. If developer has been
maintained at effective strength, all relief films should
print satisfactorily from the same printing solution.
Make half-density prints, for reflection type backing.

2. Finish as in C-1.

F. Laying the Mosaic

1. Trim flight-indicator marks, etc., from right and left
edges of all Vectographs in the series.

2. Using Polaroid 3-D Viewers, lap each Vectograph
over its neighbor, starting at one end of the seriesand
obtaining the best possible matches at the lapping
edges. (In mosaicsmade from unrestituted negatives,
it will be found impossible to obtain a perfect match.
Slight discrepancies should be compromised, as in
laying an uncontrolled mosaic with paper prints.)
Tape securely along the matched edges with scotch
masking tape.

3. Turn the assembly over and tape lengthwise with two
strips of tape along the top and bottom.

4. Trim all four edges of the assembly.
5. Using a sharp trimming board, and holding the as

sembly firmly, trim down through the middle of each
overlap where one Vectograph is taped over its neigh
bor. Remove tape. Discard trimmed-off edges of
prints.

6. Coat backs of all Vectographs with rubber cement,
using a piece of cardboard as a squeegee. Coat sur
face of a cardboard of ample size to cover the mosaic.
Dry.

7. Mount the Vectographs, starting at oneend andbutt
ing the adjoining edges snugly together, using the
top and bottom trimmed edges as guides for vertical
positioning.

G» Making Vectograph Multiple-Strip
Mosaics

Proceed as above, but following these additional
instructions:

1. In viewing the films for determining right and left-
eyecharacteristics of the first negative in each strip,
be sure to view the terrain from the same ground-
direction in all strips. (The flight-direction of the
camera plane is usually reversed between strips.)

2. Mark the relief films of each strip with strip-mark
A-1, A-3, A-5 . . . B-1, B-3, B-5, etc., when the relief
films are exposed.

3. Make relief films of all strips with the same exposure
if practicable, and with the same development times.

4. Register relief films of the center strip first, following
instruction D-8 and D-9. In registering the relief
films of adjoining strips, above and below, duplicate
the displacements of matching pairs of points in the
center control strip as well as in adjacent relief films,
as far as possible.

5. In laying the mosaic, trim all edges of all Vecto
graphs. Tape the center strip together as in F-2,
F-3. Lay down the Vectographs of adjoining strips,
matching at the lapping edges at top or bottom as
well as at the side. Tape the whole assembly with
extra firmness.

6. Trim top and bottom edges of the entire assembly,
straight across.

7. Trim down through the strip-overlaps, cutting the
whole assembly into separate strip-assemblies.

8. Trim down through the overlaps of each assembly as
in F-5.

9. Lay as in F-6, F-7, starting with the center strip.

10
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Processing Mistakes and How to Correct Them

Do not be satisfied with a Vectograph unless it is comparable with a per

fectly made contact paper print in brilliance and in reproduction of detail.

FAULT

Relief film loses entire image in wash-oflf bath.

Excess gelatin will not wash off in wash-off bath.

Vectograph film slips out of wringer.

No image appears on Vectograph film.

Vectograph image too light or dark,

Vectograph image too blue or too brown.

Image is flat and lacking contrast.

Image lacks highlight detail.

Image lacks shadow detail.

Brown stains.

Discomfort in viewing.

Streaked or blotched image.

PROBABLE CAUSE

Film exposed with emulsion side toward light
instead of support side. (A-3). Exhausted de
veloper.

Great overexposure or overdevelopment. Over

heated developer (A-4). Fogged relief film. Old
developer.

See B-3, page 8.

Relief films not bleached beforesoaking in printing
solution (A-9). Printing solutions not corrected
for hot weather (B-6).

Too weak or too strong printing solution. See

B-4, B-5, B-6.

See B-4, B-5, B-6.

Under-development of relief films (see A-1).

Overexposure (see A-3). Too weak printing so
lution.

Underexposure (see A-3).

Overexposure (see A-3).

Fingering the relief films while the Vectograph is
between them, during printing. Reliefs stuck to

gether during soaking. Incomplete bleaching.

Grossly inaccurate registration, with images dis

placedvertically. (See pages5 &6.) Great distor
tion in original negatives caused by tip and tilt of

camera. (Cannot be corrected without correcting
negatives.)

Relief surfaces clung together during soaking (B-2),

Relief films rinsed after bleaching in water contain

ing wash-off solution. Incomplete wash-off (A-6)-

11



Aerial Vectographs

CONDENSED LIST OF OPERATIONS

Identify right-eye negative —theone with excess area onright, viewed from shiny
side. (A-2)

Expose on relief film —right-eye negative emulsion side toward relief film, left-
eye away. (A-2, A-3)

Develop —in Polaroid Developer 690, — 45 seconds for normal negatives, 2 min
utes for very flat negatives, 20 seconds for very contrasty negatives. (A-1,
A-4)

Rinse off developer — (A-5)

Wash off—in Wash-Off Bath 691 till excess gelatin is removed. CA-6)

Rinse off wash-off bath. CA-6)

Register —gelatin sides together, right-eye image displaced about to right
of left-eye image. (A-?)

Trim Top Edges and Hinge —two layers of tape on each relief, at top. (A-8)

Bleach —"30 seconds or until silver image disappears, in 1 part solution A-687 —
3 parts Solution B-688 — 4 parts water. (A-9)

Rinse off bleach in clean water.

Soak —in printing solution at least 2 minutes for 1stprint; at least 30 seconds for
each succeeding print. (B-1, B-2)

cc Solution A cc Solution B
per tank {S800 cc.) per tank {5800 cc.)

Weak Printing Solution 35 130
Medium Weak 45 240

Medium Strong 65 375
Strong 95 540

Print reliefs onVectograph Film. Allow to stay in contactabout 1minute. (B-3)

Strip off relief films.

Dry —until surfaces are not tacky (about 5 minutes in dry air).

Finish —by brushing on aluminum backing and lacquer. (C-l, C-2, C-3)

Trim.

For help in correcting processing troubles and for ad
ditional technical information, wire, phone or write:

POLAROID CORPORATION
730 MAIN STREET. CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Printed in U. S. A.
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Vectographs: Images in Terms of Vectorial Inequality and Their Application
in Three-Dimensional Representation

Edwin H. Land

Polaroid Corporation^ Boston^ Massachusetts

(Received May 11, 1940)

The light emerging from asheet of polarizing
material of the modern type may be re

garded as a vectorial field in which the vector
. assigned any point is substantially equal in mag

nitude and direction to the vector assigned to
every point on the surface. The vector is the
electric vector of the polarized portion of the
emergent beam. Insofar as the vectors are par-

^ allel, and have the same length and sense, they
comply with the definition of vectorial equality.
One optical objective in the manufacture of
polarizing sheeting has been to achieve equality
in vectorial magnitude and direction for all points
on the surface and for an adequate range of
frequencies.

The purpose of this paper and others to be
published later is to discuss the valuable proper
ties of a controlledly non-uniform vectorial field
created with or in polarizing surfaces. This new
kind of field when it forms an image will be
termed a vectograph; thus a vectograph is an
Image rendered in terms of vectorial inequality.
This inequality may derive from (a) variation in
length of the vector, or (b) variation in its direc
tion. The variation in length may be merely a
function of location on the surface of the point
to which the vector is assigned, or it may be a
function of frequency, or of position and fre
quency. The variation in direction may also be
a function of position and frequency. Further
more it will be shown that the variation in length
can be translated into variation in direction, and
that this translation provides an important tool
for control of vectorial direction. The present
article will consider those images in terms of
vectorial inequality for which the inequality re
sides in differences in length rather than in non-
parallelism, and in which the length varies with
position but is substantially constant as a func
tion of frequency for the frequency range in the
visible spectrum.

The vectograph promises to have numerous
practical applications in optics, the most dra

matic of which is three-dimensional representa
tion. Before these applications are considered, a
brief introductory survey of the geometry of the
vectograph will be given, the detailed analysis
to follow in a later paper.

In Fig. 1, case .4 is the luminous field produced
by the passage of a beam of ordinary light
through an ideal polarizer. Here the vectors
are equal, being collinear, and parallel to a prin
cipal direction of the polarizer. The degree of
polarization F, which is equal to the ratio of
intensity of polarized light leaving the polarizer to
the intensity of total light leaving the polarizer,
is equal to unity. The intensity of the emergent
light is half the intensity of the incident light.

Case B is the first type of vectographic field.
The degree of polarization of the rays emerging
from the sheet is a function of x and y and is in
general less than unity. The vectors are collinear
and parallel but vary in magnitude as the degree
of polarization varies from zero to unity. The
total intensity of the emergent light varies from
(nearly) that of the incident unpolarized light
to half that value. This type of vectograph is
perhaps the most fundamental one since the
polarizer producing it can be prepared by the
methods now used in the graphic arts, such as
photography and halftone printing.

Case C is the vectograph produced by passing
ordinary light through the combination of the
polarizer that produced the vectograph in case B
and the perfect polarizer in case A. The vecto
graphic field in case C comprises vectors, all of
which are parallel, and which are collinear with
the principal direction of the perfect polarizer.
The degree of polarization is unity and it is the
variation in the magnitude of the vector that
defines the image. Case C is of immediate prac
tical importance because when 6 is variable it
provides a method of continuous control of con
trast in a vectographic image; and when 6 is 90°
or 0° case C is the basis of the system of three-
dimensional representation.
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Fig. 1.

From an optical point of view, perhaps the
most interesting is case D, because it describes
a method of translating vectorial magnitudes in
a collinear system, which can be produced photo
graphically, into variation in vectorial direction.
Case D is the vectorial field produced by the
polarizers in case C arranged in reverse order.
The plane-polarized light from the perfect polar
izer passes through a partial polarizer (which is
assumed to have negligible birefringent retarda
tion) the principal direction of which makes an
angle, d, with that of the perfect polarizer. The
incident linearly polarized light emerges as
linearly polarized light with its direction of vibra
tion, <p{x,y), a function of V and 6. It will be
shown in a later paper that this type of field
can be used for producing an image which, when
examined with an analyzer, can have its contrast
not merely varied but even reversed so that
positives may be converted to negatives and
negatives to positives. It will also be shown that
important results can be produced by having V
a function of quantities other than x and y.

It is noteworthy that for the purpose of analyz
ing the result of combining a partial polarizer
with a total polarizer in either order, one need
use only two variables: 0= angle between the
preferred directions of the polarizers, and F= de
gree of polarization of the sheet. The properties
of the polarizer are specified only if the restriction
is added that the ratio describing F, for the
polarizer, is taken when all the incident light
falling on it is unpolarized. In analyzing the
four cases, A, B, C, and D, we add the further
restriction that the polarizers do not absorb
energy from a beam of linearly polarized light
which falls on it, when the vector representing
the direction of polarization is collinear with the
preferred direction of the polarizers.

Preparation of a Vectograph

In order to make the kind of polarizer used in
case B easier for the reader to visualize, the
preparation of such a polarizing surface from a
photograph will be described before proceeding
with further discussion of optical properties.
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Only one process will be described because the
variety of methods that have been developed for
preparing vectographic polarizers is essentially
chemical and outside the scope of this article.

A very thin polarizing surface, uniform both in
density and orientation, is prepared by orienting
a concentrated suspension, in a plastic, of sub-
microscopic dichroic crystals on a surface of a
sheet of glass or plastic. To this polarizing surface
there is then transferred a resist of gelatin in
which the desired photographic image exists as
variations of thickness or as variations in hard

ness. The composite sheet is then subjected to a
fluid reagent which acts through the resist to
decrease the polarization of the polarizing layer,
thereby forming in it an image in terms of degree
of polarization.

The Vectograph for the Photographic Image

AND Its Use for Control of Contrast

The image in terms of degree of polarization
formed by the above process appears, as indi
cated in case B, as a faint image of low contrast.
It is apparent from the equation

I
CL
<
cr

o
o

Li+fJ1+FbJ

that the intensity of the emergent light can vary
only between the limits 7o, the full intensity of
the incident light, and i/o- In terms of photo-

0=90*

0=85'

0=75'

0=45*

D (PHOTOGRAPH)

Fig. 2, Density of vectograph C or D vs. density of simple
photograph. 0= constant.

graphic density, this range from 0 to 0.3, is too
small to be generally useful. When a ''perfect"
polarizer is employed over the vectographic
polarizer in case B (as in C), or under the polar
izer in case B (as in D), the density increases as
the angle 6 increases. This increase in density is
more rapid for high densities than for low, but the
density reproduction approaches linearity over a
long range of densities as 6 approaches 90°.
These density changes are graphically indicated
in Fig. 2. The density of the vectographic sheet
is calculated from the intensity formula in Fig. 1,
case C:

Density of vectograph

(a) D=logior 1
L7(a;, y) J

(b) but

= -logio
" Vb 1

cos^ B-\ ,
A+Vb 2 1+ fJ

l_10-i>P

Vb=-
1 + 10-^p

where Dp, density of a corresponding silver
image, is assumed equal to the density, with
respect to the absorbed component, of the polar
izing material in the vectographic polarizer, in
case B.

Substituting (b) in (a) above,

£> = Dp-logio [1 + (10^P-1) cos20]+logio 2.

It is convenient for comparing these densities to
assume that the world is seen through an anal
yzer, thus dropping the log 2 and shifting the
axis by 0.3,

(c) D, = Dp-\ogio [1 + (10^^-1) cos2^].

By plotting this equation, D^ vs. Dp for various
values of B constant, the curves shown in Fig. 2
are derived.

The series of photographs. Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6,
show successive changes in contrast as the com
plete polarizer (here the small rectangle) is ro
tated superposed on the vectographic polarizer.
The usefulness of the nonlinear curves in Fig. 2
with relation to the H and D curve of the photo
graphic negative will not be discussed here. The
straight line shown for 0= 90° is assumed, but
does correspond remarkably well with the results
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Fig. 3. Vectographic print in ordina:
analyzer. Case B.

I

Fig. S. Same as Fig. 4 but wit



Fig. 9. Analyzer rotated to produce full contrast in boat
picture and zero contrast in horse picture.

Fig. 10. Stereoscopic pair, part of which is covered
with analyzer to show right eye picture, the other analyzer
being rotated to show left eye picture.
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obtained in the actual reproduction of vecto-
graphic films. In practice the darkness of the
shadows and the lightness of the highlights de
pend on the value of the dichroic ratio of the
polarizing material in which the image is formed.
The polarizers which have been developed for
this purpose have extremely high dichroic ratios.

Because of the colloidal size of the polarizing
particles, the image can be grainless for light in
the visible spectrum and because the polarizing
surface is extremely thin, continuous images with
good definition can be formed in the vectographic
film. This definition combined with the long
linear density scale makes the vectographic image
suitable for photographic reproduction.

Superposed Vectographs

From the popular if not from the scientific
point of view, the most impressive properties of
polarizers which form vectographic images are
those acquired when the two partial polarizing
sheets are superposed with their preferred direc
tions at 90®. The photograph. Fig. 7, is such a
vectograph, consisting of an image of a boat and
an image of a boy with a horse. The vibration
direction for one of the images is 45® clockwise
and for the other 45® counterclockwise. Fig. 8
shows an analyzer so oriented that the horse
picture has its maximum contrast and the boat
picture zero contrast. Fig. 9 shows the analyzer
so oriented that underneath it the boat picture
has its maximum contrast and the horse picture
zero contrast. If an observer regards the vecto
graph photographed in Fig. 7 with spectacles, the
left eye of which is an analyzer oriented as in
Fig. 8 and the right eye of which is an analyzer
oriented as in Fig. 9, then one eye will see the
horse and the other eye the boat. Each image is
complete and continuous and none of the infor
mation that it contains is in anyway suppressed
by the existence of the other superposed image.

Each vectograph is in itself a partial analyzer
for the other and to some extent renders visible

the contrast in it. Fig. 10 shows a three-dimen
sional print. It will be seen that considerable
contrast is already apparent in each picture,
even in the region where there is no analyzer.
If the polarization axes are at 90®, this contrast,
created in one picture by the other, is less than

the contrast which can be introduced by the
analyzer, and does not alter the proper contrast
introduced by the analyzer. While this follows
from the point of view implicit in Fig. 1, it may
be helpful to consider another point of view. A
dichroic polarizer violates the exponential law
for ordinary light and possesses a rapidly de
creasing absorption coefficient as a function of
the number of oriented molecules traversed by
the light. That vectographic polarizer with axis
parallel to the axis of the analyzer may be re
garded as a continuation of it, having negligible
absorption even where its percentage polariza
tion is high and, therefore, negligible absorption
everywhere.

Some Uses of Superposed Vectographs Other

Than for Three-Dimensional

Representation

Superposed vectographic images afford a con
venient method for permanently recording pairs
of pictures or diagrams that are to be related to
each other; for example, a blueprint of a machine
and the finished machine to the same scale can

be recorded on the same print or slide and one
faded into the other as desired. Astronomical

observations can be made at different times and

recorded on the same surface so that by rapid
rotation of the analyzer small changes can be
observed. In general superposed vectographs
form a permanent record for the type of work
previously done with the blink stereoscope. (It
is to be hoped that this apotheosis of the "before
and after" picture will serve science as much as
advertising.)

Vectographs for three-dimensional representa
tion

Superposed vectographs seem to be an ideal
solution for the classical problem of overlapping
the left and right eye plane intercepts of the
rays from the object to be represented. The left
and right eye images are rendered as two vecto
graphs, with the axis of polarization of one
crossed with the axis of the other. The three-

dimensional print consists of these two vecto
graphs superposed. The observer wears viewers in
which the analyzers have their axes set in corre
spondence with the images. It is interesting to
note that for the stereoscopic pictures projected
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with polarized light prior to the use of vecto-
graphs, the analyzer at the right eye was oriented
with its transmission axis parallel to the direction
of vibration of the light forming the right eye
image. For vectographs, the analyzer at the right
eye has its transmission axis crossed with the
direction of vibration of the light forming the
right eye image. The blacks are formed by the
viewing analyzer in the spectacles; the whites are
seen because they are not polarized.

The form that the vectographic sheets take
depends, of course, on the purpose. The method
is suitable for transparencies, such as slides and
motion picture filni, and for prints.

Projection

When vectographs are used for projection, one
component of the light is used for the left eye
image and the other component for the right eye
image. Consequently, stereoscopic projection can
be accomplished with a single projector and at

3orT
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Fig. 11. Plan view of scene taken by camera.
Scale 1/330 actual size.

least as much light obtained from this single -
projector with a given lumen output as from
previous stereoscopic methods employing two
projectors each having that same lumen output.
Of course, no attachments are necessary since
the vectographic images are by definition self-
polarizing. If, instead of vertical and horizontal
polarizing axes, axes at 45° to the horizontal are
chosen, then reversal of the slide for left and
right sides also results in giving the left eye
picture to the right eye and vice versa. Thus a
vectographic slide can be reversed without be
coming pseudoscopic. (It can be made pseudo-
scopic by being shown upside down or by turning
the viewing analyzer upside down.) Vectographic
slides have a number of practical advantages.
Superscriptions written on the surface of the
composite image will appear when projected to
be on the plane of the screen. Similarly dirt-spots
will not produce retinal rivalry and will simply
appear as dirt-spots on the plane of the screen,
with acceptable spatial relation to the image.
Finally these slides can be filed in the ordinary
filing system and shown interchangeably with
the ordinary slides.

Prints for direct viewing

Although vectographic transparencies for pro
jection promise to have great practical impor
tance, the most impressive immediate application
of the vectograph appears to be in prints for
direct viewing. There is no theoretical limit on
size and very small as well as very large prints
can be made. The layers in the present type of
print are as follows: (1) paper, (2) suspension of
aluminum flake, (3) right eye vectograph image,
(4) left eye vectograph image, (5) hard water
proof varnish. All these layers are, of course,
bonded together and the print appears to the
naked eye to be a slightly blurred photograph
(Fig. 10) of the ordinary type except for the
metallic look of the aluminum flake backing.
This metallic look vanishes when the viewers are

used.

Because of the general desirability of prints
of small size, it was considered worthwhile to
initiate a more extensive investigation of the
nature of the space representation given by any
small stereoscopic picture taken with full inter-
ocular. This program is being undertaken by
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LINE FROM TAKING a FT. FROM EYt^ IK VIEWING

Fig. 12. Plan view of stereoscopic image of scene in Fig. 11. Scale = 1.8Xactual size.
f. 3.5 in.; P 2 ft.; do 5 ft.

Professor John T. Rule, of Massachusetts Insti
tute of Technology. He has kindly prepared two
plan views for this paper. Fig. 11 is a plan view of
the space before the camera. Fig. 12 is a plan
view of the space represented in the space repro
duction. Fig. 13 shows the depth of the image in
inches plotted against the depth of the scene in
feet.

Figure 12 is drawn with the following mount
ing procedure in mind. The forward points of the
scene are superimposed to prevent any point in
the image from being in front of the plane of the
print and to establish the frame of the print in
the frame of the nearest point. It is interesting
to note that the maximum possible synthetic
depth for this small print is only a few inches
and that 90 percent of the apparent depth of the
print occurs in the first .SO feet of the scene. In
spite of the strange appearance of Fig. 12, it has
been our experience in the time that these prints
have been available that they are at least as
satisfying, if not more satisfying, than any other
form of three-dimensional representation. The
experience of seeing them seems to be entirely
different from that of seeing an undistorted space

synthesis on a large screen, which is satisfying
in quite a different way. It would appear that
life-long training in looking at ordinary mon
ocular small prints has prepared us for the new
kind of abstraction constituted by the small
three-dimensional vectographs.

Three-Dimensional Vectographs in

Natural Color

Effective three-dimensional vectographs in
natural color have been prepared. The theory of

f' 3.5
d„=5ft
P'Zit

5 10 20 30 40 50 00 70 60 90 ICQ

DLPTH OF SCENE IN FEET (d»^5)

Fig. 13.
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these will be given in a subsequent paper on
vectographic fields.
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